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Matter in the gas phase and fluids

<x2> ~ Dt






Such materials do not behave according to
classical elasticity, they are active elastic and
viscous at the same time






Non-equilibrium effects






Trap nanometer scale objects without external forces 

Measure the charge on a trapped molecule (with single charge resolution!) 
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Soft condensed matter at the nanoscale      (Krishnan Lab)



Charge spectrometry on fluid phase molecules

Rs ∼ 4.5 nm

ProTα

Molecular weight:  ∼10 kDa

qtheory= -31



Charge spectrometry on fluid phase molecules

Expt.: 6100 events; tmeas~ minutes

Brow
nian-Dynam

ics sim
ulation

∆F

qmeas= -30.2 ±0.1 
(single measurement precision <0.5%)

point charge model: ∆𝐹𝐹 = 𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚∆𝑈𝑈

Rs ∼ 4.5 nm

ProTα

Molecular weight:  ∼10 kDa

qtheory= -31

tesc = 233 ± 1.2 ms

∆F = 6.67 ± 0.005 kBT

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 ⁄Δ𝐹𝐹 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

tesc = 233.9 ± 1.28 ms



Soft condensed matter at the nanoscale
Levitation-based digital devices (optical memory, signal gating, logic)
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Direct electrical (transport) measurements
on single molecules

Research methods:
Optical microscopy, interferometery 
Nanofabrication
Numerical calculations and simulations

Measure electrical 
signatures of 

single molecules



structural analysis of individual fragile molecules

coherent electron diffraction imaging

Group Fink



present individual molecules of interest  
to the low energy electron beam

prepare ultra clean sample carriers (graphene)
for low energy electron microscopy

characterization of cleanliness 

single molecule deposition

holography with low energy electrons



FREE-STANDING GRAPHENE:
THE ULTIMATE MICROSCOPY SLIDE FOR LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS

Structural Biology at the Single Molecule Level 

Recent results: Left, electron density map as derived by 
Chimera with a simulated resolution set to 8 Angstrom. 
Right, single BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) electrospray 
deposited onto freestanding graphene and imaged with 
75eV coherent electrons.

Imaging proteins at the truly single molecule level
by Jean-Nicolas Longchamp, Stephan Rauschenbach, Sabine Abb, 
Conrad Escher, Tatiana Latychevskaia, Klaus Kern, Hans-Werner Fink

Possible Bachelor thesis: Obtaining single domain graphene by chemical vapour deposition on copper films



Flies

Foams

Fish
Optics

Aegerter Group



Anderson localization of light

Lukas Schertel / Mirco Ackermann



Microscopy behind turbid layers

detector

total field in target
Jale Schneider



Paule Dagenais, Sid Verma Koumoutsakos Lab

Measure the hydrodynamic forces
on a fin/fish



Francesco Atzeni, Flavio Lanfranconi

Mechanical properties of active tissues
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